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“Arlington celebrates success and innovation. I was inspired to work with
Arlington’s highly collaborative team because of their commitment to
diversity and quality leadership and its impact on the development of
organizational culture and growth.”

Victoria Marroccoli is a Senior Consultant and Researcher at Arlington Partners International
providing integrated support to Arlington’s Leadership team as well as coordinating projects to
deliver the highest calibre research foundation and client service. Victoria is responsible for
supporting the Financial Services, Media and Entertainment, Legal and Board, Healthcare Non-Profit
and Academic practice areas for Arlington across North America and supports searches across all
industry sectors, globally.
Victoria is passionate about diversity and inclusion strategy and policy in all facets of business
operations, capitalizing on diversity as a catalyst for corporate success. Victoria also supports the
research and editing initiatives of Arlington’s magazine. ARLINGTON is an annual magazine
distributed globally to our network providing thought leadership and insights into key business and
governance issues. It highlights leaders who are making an inspirational mark and difference in their
industry sectors, organizations and communities on both sides of the border and beyond.
Victoria is completing her Master of Business Administration specializing in the Management of
Technology and Innovation (MBA-MTI) at the Ted Rogers School of Management, Ryerson
University. During her studies, she was a graduate assistant in the Department of Business and Law
in Ethics & Commerce and the President of the Women in Leadership Association (WiLA). Her
graduate thesis focusses on women in leadership, specifically, the enabling and inhibiting factors of
women advancing through their careers to senior management and leadership roles. Victoria
completed her Honours Bachelor of Arts at the University of Western Ontario with a majoring in
Political Science with a minor in Transitional Justice and Post-Conflict Reconstruction.
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